We propose Deep Collaborative Learning (DCL), which is a method that incorporates Knowledge Distillation and Deep Mutual Learning, and represents graph using a more generalized knowledge transfer method. DCL is represented by a directional graph where each model is represented by a node, and the propagation of knowledge from the source node to the target node is represented by edges. In DCL, a hyperparameter search can be used to search for an optimal knowledge transfer graph. We also propose four types of gate structure to control the propagation of gradients through the network for edges. When searching a knowledge transfer graph, optimization is performed to maximize the recognition rate of optimization target node using collaborative learning network types and gate types as hyperparameters. Using the CIFAR-100 dataset to search for an optimal knowledge transfer graph structure, we obtained a graph structure learning method that combines Knowledge Distillation with Deep Mutual Learning. Also, in experiments with the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and Tiny-ImageNet datasets, we achieved a significant improvement in accuracy without increasing the network parameters beyond the vanilla model. We also show that an optimized graph can be transferred to a different dataset.
Introduction
In ordinary society, the presence of a good teacher contributes greatly to the learning efficiency of the students. Another effective way of making learning more efficient is to have the students learn while exchanging useful information with one another. This general principle can also be applied to the training of neural networks. Generally, supervised learning takes place in a single network using only labels. However, it is known that better accuracy can be achieved if learning is performed using multiple networks that can transfer knowledge among themselves [6, 15, 21, 17, 9] .
Knowledge Distillation (KD) [6] and Deep Mutual Learning (DML) [21] are two techniques that implement knowledge transfer. KD is a technique where a superior pre-trained network with many parameters is used to train a network with few parameters. The network with many parameters is called the teacher network, and the network with few parameters is called the student network. In the training phase, the teacher network is frozen and only the student network is trained. In DML, on the other hand, untrained student networks train one another without using a trained teacher network. It is known that accuracy is improved not only by combining a large network and a small network, but also by combining networks having the same structure. In addition, three or more students can be trained simultaneously. However, when performing collaborative learning with three or more networks, no method for selecting the optimal combination of network architectures has been shown, so training is performed with same architectures. The loss functions defined between networks are also identical. As a result, the information transferred between networks becomes uniform, and it is difficult to create diversity. When training many networks collaboratively, there should be multiple teacher and student networks playing different roles.
In this study, we propose Deep Collaborative Learning (DCL), which is a generalized method incorporating conventional techniques such as KD and DML in graphical representation. DCL is represented by a directional graph where each model is represented by a node, and the propagation of knowledge from the source node to the target node is represented mutual learning, and (c) the proposed method, which was optimized and containes both KD and DML. Each node represents a model, and each edge represents the direction of knowledge propagation. m1 is a target node for maximizing the performance and, m2 and m3 are network models as teacher or student.ŷ is a teacher label This graph representation can represent many learning methods including conventional methods such as KD and DML. In the proposed method depicted in (c), a knowledge transfer graph combining KD and DML is obtained by a hyperparameter search, resulting in greater accuracy than that of KD and DML individually.
by edges. Using this sort of representation, as shown in Fig. 1 , it is possible to produce graphical representations of KD, DML, and methods that combine both of these techniques. In DCL, propagation losses are controlled by defining a separate loss function for each edge and introducing a gate structure inside the loss function. This allows diverse learning methods to be expressed by the combination of a selected model and loss function. In this study, we performed hyperparameter search with models, loss functions and gates as hyperparameters.
The contributions of this study are as follows: (1) We propose Deep Collaborative Learning (DCL), whereby collaborative learning is performed using multiple networks. In DCL, various learning methods can be expressed using a knowledge transfer graph. Hyperparameter search can be used to obtain an optimal knowledge transfer graph automatically. Searching is performed using the models defined at the nodes and the loss functions defined at the edges as hyperparameters. (2) We propose a gate structure to control the propagation of losses. We also define four types of gates with different roles: through gates, cutoff gates, linear gates and correct gates. In an experiment using the CIFAR-100 dataset, we confirmed that the use of gates to control gradient information contributes to the improvement of accuracy. (3) When we conducted a hyperparameter search using ASHA [10] , we obtained a graph where KD and DML were merged together, and we discovered that this is more accurate than the conventional method. We also found that optimized DCL achieved accuracy improvements of 1.02% with CIFAR-10, 3.83% with CIFAR-100, and 2.62% with Tiny-ImageNet, without increasing the number of network parameters. (4) Finally, we show that the optimized graph can be transferred to a different dataset from the one used for optimization. In an experiment using the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, we found that similar recognition rates can be achieved even with a graph that has been optimized using a different dataset.
Related works
This section describes typical methods used for knowledge transfer and hyperparameter search.
Knowledge transfer
A typical example of a KD method is the transfer of knowledge from the output layer [6] . The probability distribution output by a network includes an internal representation of this network. Therefore, an internal representation of the teacher network is transferred to the student network by training the student network with the output values of the teacher network as teacher labels. However, due to the softmax function, the probability values output by the network become extremely small for probability values other than Top-1. Hinton et al. [6] succeeded in effectively transferring the internal representation to the student by introducing a temperature parameter to the softmax function. When there is a large accuracy gap between the teacher network and the student network, students can be effectively trained by separating them with a network that is smaller than the teacher and larger than the student (a "teacher assistant") [13] . It is also known that the accuracy can be improved even when the teacher network uses the same model as the student network [4] . In addition to methods where knowledge is transferred from the output layer, there are also methods where knowledge is transferred from an intermediate layer [15, 18] . By transferring knowledge from an intermediate layer, even a deep network can convey the intermediate knowledge of a teacher. Furthermore, a method has also been proposed for transferring the internal representation acquired by the teacher network as an attention to the student network [20] .
Deep Mutual Learning [21] is a method where learning is performed while transferring information between student networks. Unlike KD, it does not require a teacher network, which is a trained model. Even when using networks with identical structures, it is shown that accuracy is improved due to the effects of regularization. Further improvements in accuracy can be achieved by using the ensemble outputs of collaboratively trained networks as teachers, and by sharing the intermediate layers of these networks [17, 9] .
Hyperparameter optimization
Various parameter optimization methods have been proposed for searching network architectures. Examples of architecture search methods include the Tree-structured Parzen Estimator Approach (TPE) [3] (which is based on Bayesian optimization), NAS [22] and ENAS [14] (which use reinforcement learning), DARTS [12] (which performs optimization by mapping a discrete parameter space to a continuous space), and random search [2] (which is a simpler but still powerful method). Random search optimization methods include the Successive Halving Algorithm (SHA) [7] and the Asynchronous Successive Halving Algorithm (ASHA) [10] . These methods take an approach that involves active pruning. SHA is an algorithm that repeatedly performs a process that consists of training a model for a certain amount of time using parameters proposed by random search, and then training the model while retaining the top n% of good trials. In ASHA, this algorithm is performed asynchronously and in parallel to search for high-accuracy parameters while increasing the computational efficiency. ASHA achieves accuracy that equals or surpasses that of other more complex methods including TPE, NAS, ENAS and DARTS [11] . The above approach is aimed at optimizing the network structure. Our method uses a hyperparameter search to optimize the structure of a knowledge transfer graph after fixing the network structure.
Proposed method
We describe the details of the knowledge transfer graph in DCL. In the proposed method, the direction of knowledge propagation between networks is represented by a directed graph, and a different loss function is defined for each edge as shown in Fig. 2 . By defining different loss functions, it is possible to express various knowledge transfer methods.
Knowledge transfer graph representation
Define a directed graph where node m i represents the ith model used in learning, and two edges are defined for each node. These edges represent the directions in which gradient information is transferred. The losses calculated from the outputs of the two models are back-propagated towards the target node. Errors are not back-propagated to the source node.
If information is all transferred to the target node from the source node throughout the entire training phase, the learning of the target node is liable to be disrupted. Therefore, we introduce a gate that controls whether or not a node propagates errors through edges. A gate is a mechanism that controls the gradient information of error back-propagation to a target node. The losses for each sample output by the loss function are weighted to determine which loss value to back-propagate. Fig. 2 shows the knowledge transfer graph representation for the case where the number of models M is 3.
Loss function
The mini-batch comprising the image of the nth sample x n and the labelŷ n is represented as B = {x n ,ŷ n } N n=1 , and the batch size of mini-batch B is represented as |B|. For the labelŷ n , we use the number of the correct class. The number of models used for learning is M , and the source and target nodes are m s and m t , respectively.
When obtaining the difference in output probabilities between nodes, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence KL(p s (x n )||p t (x n )). Here, p s and p t are the response values of the source and target nodes respectively, and consist of probability distributions normalized by the softmax function.
If the one-shot vector representation of the labelŷ n is pŷ n , then the error between pŷ n and the output p t (x n ) of target node t is calculated using the cross-entropy function H(pŷ n , p t (x n )). H(pŷ n , p t (x n )) can be decomposed into the Each node represents a model, and a loss function Ls,t is defined for each edge.ŷ is a label. Ls,t calculates the KL divergence from the outputs of two nodes, and is calculated by passing it through a gate function. The calculated loss gradient information is only propagated in the direction of the arrow. We can also represent unidirectional knowledge transfer by cutting off edges with a cutoff gate.
sum of KL divergence and entropy as follows:
Here, since pŷ n is a one-hot vector, its entropy H(pŷ n , pŷ n ) is zero, and so H(pŷ n , p t (x n )) = KL(pŷ n ||p t (x n )). Therefore, the error between the label and the output can also be represented by the KL divergence in the same way as the error between the node outputs. In the following, pŷ n is denoted by p 0 (x n ).
L s,t represents the loss function used when knowledge is propagated from the source node m s to the target node m t , which is defined by:
where G s,t (·) is a gate function. The gate determines which value is to be back-propagated out of the KL divergence values calculated for each sample.
Finally, the loss function of the target node m t is expressed as the sum of losses for all nodes as follows:
Gates
Gates weight the losses to control the propagation of gradients through the network. We define four types of gate: through gate, cutoff gate, linear gate and correct gate. A through gate simply passes through the losses of each input sample without any changes.
A cutoff gate is a gate that performs no loss calculation. It can be used to cut off any edge in a knowledge transfer graph. This function is required in methods such as KD where knowledge transfer is only performed in one direction.
A linear gate changes its loss weighting linearly with time during training. It has a small weighting at the initial epoch, and its weighting becomes larger as training progresses.
Algorithm 1 Network Optimization
Input: Number of nodes M , number of epochs E Initialize: Initialize all network weightings, or read in the weightings of a trained network for _ = 1 to E do Input the same image to each network m n , and obtain the response value p n . Obtain the loss L n according to Eq. (3).
Obtain the update quantity of m n from the gradient L n . Update the weighting of all the networks. end for Here, k is the cumulative number of updates, and k end is the number of updates at the end of training.
A correct gate is a gate that only passes the losses of samples whose source node is correct. If the Top-1 class number of a source node m s is y s , then a correct gate can be expressed as follows:
When the source node is not a pre-trained model, the propagation of false information can be suppressed at the initial epoch. While a linear gate weights the overall loss, a correct gate selects the samples from which the loss is calculated.
Network optimization
Algorithm 1 shows how network updates are performed during training. First, all the model weights are initialized with random numbers unless all the gates G i,t corresponding to node m i are cutoff gates, in which case m i is initialized with the weighting of the pre-trained model. The trained model is trained only with the labels, using the same dataset as the one used for the hyperparameter search. Here, m i is frozen during training and its weighting is not updated. This node performs a role equivalent to that of the teacher network used in KD.
The losses are obtained by inputting the same samples to all the nodes. Gradients are obtained from the resulting losses, and all the nodes are updated simultaneously. The gradient of loss L t obtained from Eq. (3) is back-propagated only to node m t , and has no effect on the other nodes. In DML, after updating the weighting of the first node, the picture is input again to the updated nodes to obtain a response value. The losses between every node are then recalculated from this response value, and gradient descent is performed for the second node. These steps are repeated until every node has been updated. However, this updating method causes a significant increase in computational cost as the number of nodes increases. In DCL, since the weighting of every node is updated during a single forward calculation, it is possible to reduce the computational cost during training.
Graph optimization
A target node to be optimized is specified, and the knowledge transfer graph is optimized to maximize the accuracy of this node. The hyperparameters to be optimized are the model type and gate type. We used the Asynchronous Successive Halving Algorithm (ASHA) [10] as the hyperparameter optimization method. First, using D computation nodes, we randomly create a knowledge transfer graph with D nodes, and perform distributed asynchronous learning. In each knowledge transfer graph, the accuracy of the optimization target node is evaluated using verification data at epochs 1, 2, 4, · · · , 2 k . If this accuracy is in the lower 50% of all the accuracy values evaluated in the past, then the graph is abandoned and training is performed again after generating a new graph. This process is repeated until the total number of trials reaches T . ASHA can achieve improvements in terms of both temporal efficiency and accuracy by performing a random search with active early termination in a parallel distributed environment. we performed optimization with D = 30 and T = 1500.
Experiments
We verified the efficacy of DCL with a knowledge transfer graph optimized by ASHA.
Experimental setting
Dataset: We used the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [8] and Tiny-ImageNet [1] datasets, which are used for general object recognition. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 consist of 50,000 images for training and 10,000 images for verification. Both datasets consist of images with dimensions of 32×32 pixels, and include labels for 10 classes and 100 classes, The red node is the optimization target node, the blue node is the pre-trained source node, and "Label" represents a teacher label. At each edge, the selected gate is shown. The numbers in parentheses show the accuracy achieved in one out of five trials.
respectively. Data augmentation was performed by processing the training data images with 4-pixel padding (reflection), random cropping and random flipping. Data augmentation was not applied to the verification images. The TinyImageNet dataset consists of 100,000 training images and 10,000 verification images sampled from the ImageNet [16] dataset. This dataset consists of images with dimensions of 64×64 pixels, and labels with 200 classes. The data augmentation settings were the same as for the CIFAR datasets.
Models:
We used three typical network: ResNet32, ResNet110 [5] , and Wide ResNet 28-2 [19] . However, when training with Tiny-ImageNet, since the images are larger in size, the stride of the initial convolution layer was set to 1. The evaluation target node was set to ResNet32. The other nodes were selected by ASHA to achieve the best recognition rate at the evaluation target node (ResNet32).
Implementation details: For the optimization algorithm, we used SGD and Nesterov momentum in all the experiments. We used an initial learning rate of 0.1, a momentum of 0.9, and a batch size of 64. In addition, when training on CIFAR, the learning rate was reduced to one tenth every 60 epochs, for a total of 200 epochs. When training on the Tiny-ImageNet, the learning rate was reduced to one tenth at the 40th, 60th and 70th epochs, for a total of 80 epochs. The reported accuracy values are averaged over five trials with a fixed graph structure implemented after obtaining the optimized graph. The standard deviation over each set of five trials is also shown. Our experiments were implemented using the Pytorch framework for deep learning, and the Optuna framework for hyperparameter searching. The computations were performed using 90 Quadro P5000 servers. Our implementation is available at https://github.com/somaminami/DCL. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained when knowledge graphs with 2, 3 and 4 nodes were optimized with the CIFAR-100 dataset. Also, Table 1 shows the accuracy achieved when each model was trained with labels only. For any number of nodes, the optimization target node has much better accuracy than was achieved in individual learning. The accuracy of nodes other than the optimization target was also improved. The graph for two nodes is similar to the graph for DML, where correct gates are only formed on edges from a smaller network to a larger one. To avoid disrupting the learning of WRN28-2, ResNet32 transfers information only when it has been corrected itself. The graph for three nodes is a fusion of KD and DML. KD-like learning is initially performed because the output of the linear gate at the initial stage of training is close to zero, but as training progresses, it is thought that learning is performed through a combination of KD and DML. The graph for four nodes performs learning with a combination of ResNet32 and Wide ResNet28-2, which are applied to two nodes each. The error information from the labels is not transferred to Wide ResNet28-2 at node 2, and learning is performed using only the outputs of nodes 1 and 3. Node 2 acts as an intermediary transferring information from node 3, and can be considered to perform the role of a teacher assistant [13] . Table 2 shows comparison result with conventional methods. "DCL" shows the results of the proposed method for optimized graphs with three or four nodes. "KD [6] " uses a trained ResNet110 network as a teacher, and sets the temperature parameter to T = 2. In "DML [21] " with using over three nodes, all student network are the same architecture. Since the proposed method adopts which model to use as a hyper parameter, it is possible to select the optimal combination of models. In " [17] " and "ONE [9] ", the intermediate layers of multiple networks are shared during training. Then, only layers that area close to the output layer are branched, and the ensemble output of the branched output layers is used as a teacher.
Optimized knowledge transfer graphs
The model learned by the optimized knowledge transfer graph achieved better accuracy than KD, DML, and the latest method proposed more recently. By optimizing the knowledge transfer graph, DCL discovered a new learning method that combines both KD and DML as shown in Fig. 3b . Table 3 shows the accuracy of graphs optimized with CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and Tiny-ImageNet. For comparison, the results obtained with fixed gates transferred the KL loss defined at every edge directly to the source node, resulting in a DML-like method. The proposed method achieves higher accuracy than the comparative method in almost all conditions, and it is important to use of gates to control transferred information.
Validity of gates on various datasets
With two nodes, DCL does not differ much from the DML-like method, but as the number of nodes increases, the difference in accuracy becomes greater. The DML-like method has the same loss function defined between all the nodes, making it difficult to generate diversity even when the number of nodes is increased. In addition, since the edges between nodes are all connected, they also transfer gradient information that disrupts the training of the optimization target node. On the other hand, DCL can transfer only gradient information that contributes to training in the optimization target node because individual loss functions are defined for each edge. 
Graph transfer to another dataset
We examined the accuracy achieved when a graph optimized for CIFAR-10 is trained with the verification data of CIFAR-100. CIFAR-10 is a dataset with ten classes consisting of vehicles and animals. On the other hand, CIFAR-100 is a more diverse dataset with a hundred classes, including plants, insects and furniture. The results are shown in Table 4 . Even with the CIFAR-10 optimized graph, we achieved the same accuracy as with a graph optimized for CIFAR-100. This result demonstrates the generalization of knowledge transfer graphs, and shows that it is possible to transfer graphs between datasets. 
Conclusion and future work
In this study, we have proposed a collaborative learning method that learns using a graph that expresses the transfer of knowledge between networks, and we have devised a way of searching optimal knowledge transfer graphs by means of a hyperparameter search. Graphs optimized in this way achieve higher accuracy than graphs produced by conventional methods. We also confirmed that the introduction of gates to control the transfer of information between networks allows networks to be trained effectively.
Since our proposed DCL method defines nodes as individual networks, it only transfers knowledge from the output layers of these networks. Future work includes knowledge transfer from an intermediate layer. It is also possible to perform knowledge transfer using the ensemble inference of multiple networks. Other interesting possibilities include the introduction of an encoder/decoder model, and the use of multitasking. 
